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ARTICLE FIFTY-SEVEN
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – PSALMS 31-45

THIRTY-ONE
A. “Into your hands I commit my spirit!” David had prayed this, the seed of David would pray it! (31:1-18)
B. Praise the One who gives protection and peace (31:19-24)

THIRTY-TWO
A. “Thank God, I’ve been forgiven” (32:1-2)
B. Unconfessed sin, unending sorrow (32:3-6)
C. Don’t be like the brute beasts (32:7-11)

THIRTY-THREE
A. The celebration song of creation (33:1-11)
B. The glory of any nation is God (33:12-22)

THIRTY-FOUR
A. The ultimate in protection—God’s special Angel (34:1-7)
B. Just put Him to the test (34:8-15)
C. The bottom line: The godless to be destroyed; the godly to be delivered! (34:16-22)

THIRTY-FIVE
A. The armor worn by God’s angel (35:1-10)
B. When friends become foes (35:11-17)
C. The promise to give Him glory in the Great Assembly! (35:18-28)

THIRTY-SIX
A. Forsaking sleep in planning sin (36:1-4)
B. The Feeder and the Fountain of life! (36:5-12)

THIRTY-SEVEN
A. The fruitful four: Trust, delight, commit, rest (37:1-11)
B. He laughs at the godless; He lifts up the godly (37:12-22)
C. If he falls, it isn’t fatal (37:23)
D. Whether young or old, never forsaken! (37:24-34)
E. A grievous future for one, a glorious future for the other (37:35-40)

THIRTY-EIGHT
A. His sin—the facts involved (38:1-4)
B. His suffering—the fruits involved (38:5-15)
C. His sorrow—the faith involved (38:8-15-22)

THIRTY-NINE
A. Only a moment in time, a breath, a shadow (39:1-7)
B. “Remove my sins; restore my flesh!” (39:8-13)

FORTY
A. From sinking sand to solid rock (40:1-5)
B. Not dead animals, but living human sacrifices (40:6-10)
C. Double trouble demands double deliverance (40:11-17)

FORTY-ONE
A. He helps those who help the helpless (41:1-3)
B. To his face, compassion; behind his back, contempt (41:4-9)
C. But not so with his God (41:10-13)

FORTY-TWO
A. The ultimate in soul thirst (42:1-4)
B. Sometimes it helps to speak to yourself (42:5-11)

FORTY-THREE
A. Why was he overwhelmed by the wicked? (43:1-2)
B. Led by the light of the Word (43:3-5)

FORTY-FOUR
A. “As you did for them, do for us!” (44:1-7)
B. But he seemed to have become their enemy! (44:8-16)
C. “We could accept the suffering had we sinned!” (44:17-26)
FORTY-FIVE

A. That wonderful wedding: A description of the groom (45:1-9)
B. That wonderful wedding: A description of the bride (45:10-17)